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ABSTRACT

The work presented in this dissertation deals with establishing efficient methods for solving some
algorithmic problems, which have applications to Bioinformatics. After a short introduction in
Chapter 1, an algorithm for genome mappability problem is presented in Chapter 2. Genome
mappability is a measure for the approximate repeat structure of the genome with respect to
substrings of specific length and a tolerance to define the number of mismatches. The similarity
between reads is measured by using the Hamming distance function. Genome mappability is
computed for each position in the string and has several applications in designing high-throughput
short-read sequencing experiments. Chapter 3, presents an algorithm to compute the Average
Common Substring of two input sequences in their run-length encoded format. The distance
between them based on the Average Common Substring measure can be computed in linearithmic
time and linear space proportional to the total length of sequences after run-length encoding.
Chapter 4, presents a method that produces a better approximation for Average Common Substring
calculations where we are allowed to have mismatches. This method is applicable to the alignmentfree comparison of biological sequences at highly competitive speed. Finally, in Chapter 5, we
present two algorithms to efficiently decode the Suffix Array/Inverse Suffix Array of the reveres text,
by using the FM-index of the forward text. Additionally, our experimental results are competitive
when compared to the standard approach of maintaining the FM-Index for both the forward and the
reverse text in approximate string-matching applications.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

String algorithms have been studied in computer science for long time. Existing and emerging
algorithms for string computation maintain a huge intersection between computer science and
biology. The digital information that underlies biochemistry and cell biology can be represented
by a simple string which is the root of an organism’s biology [1]. So, without worrying much
about the chemical and biological aspects of DNA and proteins, this study considered a variety of
biologically important algorithms that operate on strings, sequences and trees. It covers a part of
a spectrum of string algorithms from classical computer science to modern Bioinformatics and,
when appropriate, connects those two fields. The most basic string algorithm problem is to find all
the occurrences of a pattern P[1..m] in a longer text T [1..n]. Prior work has focused on developing
linear-time algorithms for this problem [2]. In a data structural sense, the text is known in advance
and the pattern queries come in an online manner. Suffix trees (ST) [3, 4] and suffix arrays (SA)
[5] are the most popular data structures to handle such queries. These data structures answer pattern
matching queries in optimal O(m + occ) time and O(m + log n + occ) time respectively, where occ
is the number of occurrences of P in the text T . Both suffix tree and suffix array data structures
occupy “linear” space. When we measure this space in terms of bits (instead of words), these
data structures take O(n log n) bits, which is asymptotically higher than the n log σ bits required to
store the text itself, where σ is the cardinality of the set Σ = {1, 2, · · · , σ } that denotes the alphabet
set from which characters of T and P are drawn. Basically, for DNA strings, the alphabet set is
Σ = {A,C, G, T } and the suffix tree (resp., suffix array) structure is reported to take 15 (resp., 4
) times more space than the original data. Human genome data, (takes roughly 3.5 GB of space)
and can be accommodated in RAM memory of any computer system. However, a suffix tree or
suffix array data structure built over it may not (due to their space usage which have been discussed
earlier). Furthermore, the text can often be compressed by compression methods like bzip. So, the
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actual gap between the indexing space and the storage space is even larger. For decades, developing
a data structures for string searching applications, which takes space close to the compressed
representation of the string itself, was an open problem. This was answered by Grossi and Vitter
[6] using their Compressed Suffix Array (CSA) data structure, and Ferragina and Manzini [7] by
their data structure which is called FM-index; We will discuss a novel algorithm related to this
subject in Chapter 5. The proposed algorithm has many interesting applications such as approximate
pattern matching and Prediction of RNA-coding genes. Note that, ST/SA data structures are used
along each single chapter of this dissertation to propose efficient algorithms with applications in
Bioinformatics, namely the genome mappability algorithm, a novel method to compute the Average
Common Substring over run length encoded sequences and developping a heuristic method that
has applications to phylogeny reconstruction. The proof of correctness, running time, and space
analysis of each proposed algorithm is presented in the corresponding chapter, where our goal is to
keep them as efficient as we can.

Dissertation Overview and Contributions

In Chapter 2, we study the genome mappability problem which refers to cataloging repetitive
occurrences of every substring of length m in a genome, and its k-mappability variant extends
this to approximate repeats by allowing up to k mismatches. Derrien et al. [8] introduced this
problem in the context of analyzing high throughput sequencing experiments for genome mapping
or gene expression studies and proposed a heuristic algorithm to approximate the solution. The
0-mappability problem can be easily solved in linear time using the suffix tree data structure. In this
chapter, we propose a provably efficient algorithm for 1-mappability with O(n log n) worst-case run
time and O(n) space, for a genome of length n. Previously, the best known run-time bound for the
case when k = 1 was O(n log n log log n). [Alzamel et al., COCOA 2017].

2

In Chapter 3, computing Average Common Substrings over run length encoded sequences has been
studied. The Average Common Substring (ACS) is a popular alignment-free distance measure for
phylogeny reconstruction. The ACS of a sequence X[1, x] w.r.t. another sequence Y[1, y] is:

ACS(X, Y) =

1 x
lcp(X[i, x], Y[ j, y])
∑ max
j
x i=1

(1.1)

The lcp(·, ·) of two input sequences is the length of their longest common prefix. The ACS can
be computed in O(n) space and time, where n = x + y is the input size. The compressed string
matching is the study of string matching problems with the following twist: the input data is in a
compressed format and the underling task must be performed with little or no decompression. In
Chapter 3, we revisit the ACS problem under this paradigm where the input sequences are given
in their run-length encoded format. We present an algorithm to compute ACS(X, Y) in O(N log N)
time using O(N) space, where N is the total length of sequences after run-length encoding.
Chapter 4 discusses an alignment-free heuristic for fast sequence comparisons. Alignment-free
methods for sequence comparisons have become popular in many bioinformatics applications,
specifically in the estimation of sequence similarity measures to construct phylogenetic trees.
Recently, the average common substring measure, ACS, and its k-mismatch counterpart, ACSk ,
have been shown to produce results as effective as multiple-sequence alignment based methods
for reconstruction of phylogeny trees. Since computing ACSk takes O(n logk n) time and hence
impractical for large datasets, multiple heuristics that can approximate ACSk have been introduced.
Chapter 5, discusses a very important problem to compute SA of the reversed text, without using
any extra space. Given a text T [1, n] over an alphabet Σ of size σ , the suffix array of T stores the
lexicographic order of the suffixes of T . The suffix array needs Θ(n log n) bits of space compared to
the n log σ bits needed to store T itself. A major breakthrough [FM–Index, FOCS’00] in the last
two decades has been encoding the suffix array in near-optimal number of bits (≈ log σ bits per
3

character). One can decode a suffix array value using the FM-Index in logO(1) n time. We study an
extension of the problem in which we have to also decode the suffix array values of the reverse
text. This problem has numerous applications such as in approximate pattern matching [Lam et
al., BIBM’ 09]. Known approaches maintain the FM–Index of both the forward and the reverse
text which drives up the space occupancy to 2n log σ bits (plus lower order terms). This brings in
the natural question of whether we can decode the suffix array values of both the forward and the
reverse text, but by using n log σ bits (plus lower order terms). We answer this question positively,
and show that given the FM–Index of the forward text, we can decode the suffix array value of the
reverse text in near logarithmic average time. Additionally, our experimental results are competitive
when compared to the standard approach of maintaining the FM–Index for both the forward and the
reverse text. We believe that applications that require both the forward and reverse text will benefit
from our approach.
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CHAPTER 2: A FASTER ALGORITHM FOR GENOME MAPPABILITY
WITH ONE MISMATCH

Genome mappability, a concept put forward by Derrien et al. [8], is a measure of the approximate repeat structure of the genome with respect to substrings of length m and a tolerance for k mismatches.
This measure is computed for each position in the genome by counting the number of times the
substring of length m starting from that position repeats elsewhere in the genome with k or fewer
mismatches. This information can be beneficially used in designing or interpreting high-throughput
short-read sequencing experiments [9]. For example, by taking m to be the length of a read or
a substring of the read that is used as a seed, genome mappability can be used to compute the
fraction of a genome that is uniquely mappable using short reads. It can be used to design the
appropriate distance to be used in constructing mate-pair libraries to maximize the chances of one
of the constituent reads of a mate-pair falling in a uniquely mappable region. This helps anchor
the paired-read, allowing the other read to be mapped uniquely even if it is not from a uniquely
mappable region. The mappability of a region of the genome can also be used to more accurately
quantify transcription counts in gene expression studies [10].
Formally, the k-mappability of a genome with respect to substrings of length m is defined as follows:
Problem 1 (k-Mappability). Given a sequence S[1, n] of length n and two integers k and m ≤ n,
output an integer array Fk of length n − m + 1 such that

Fk [i] = | { j 6= i | dH (S[i, i + m − 1], S[ j, j + m − 1]) ≤ k} |

(2.1)

where dH (·, ·) denotes the hamming distance, and S[i, i+m−1] and S[ j, j +m−1] are the substrings
of length m of sequence S starting at position i and j respectively.
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Table 2.1: Mappability of S[1, 8] = CCACAACA with m = 3.
Position i
Substring
F0 [i]
F1 [i]

1
CCA
0
3

2
CAC
0
2

3
ACA
1
2

4
CAA
0
2

5
AAC
0
1

6
ACA
1
2

The solutions proposed here will work for strings over an integer alphabet were all integers are
within a polynomial range, nO(1) . See Table 1 for an illustration of the concept over the alphabet
{A,C}.
The 0-mappability problem can be easily solved in linear time using the suffix tree data structure [4].
The solution can be calculated using the fact that F0 [i] = size(zi ) − 1, where zi is the highest ancestral
node of the leaf corresponding to S[i, n] with string depth ≥ m. For k ≥ 1, Derrien et al. [8] proposed
a heuristic algorithm to approximate the solution.
More recently, the problem of k-mappability has been studied in [11] and [12]. In [11] Alzamel et
al., studied the k-mappability problem for k = 1. They propose three linear space algorithms:

1. An O(n log n log log n) time algorithm for constant sized alphabet.
2. An O(nm) time algorithm for an integer alphabet.
3. An O(n) average-case time algorithm for m = Ω(log n) for an integer alphabet.

In [12] Alzamel et al., the authors give solutions for general k. They provide:

1. An algorithm that works in O(n min{mk, logk+1 n}) time and O(n) space for k = O(1) over a
constant-sized alphabet.
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2. An O(n2 )-time algorithms to compute all results for a fixed m and all k = 0, . . . , m or a fixed
k and all m = k, . . . , n − 1.
3. A hardness result that says that the k-mappability problem cannot be solved in strongly
subquadratic time for k, m = Θ(log n) unless the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis fails.
This result holds even over a binary alphabet.

In related work by Alamro et al. [13], an algorithm is provided for computing the longest prefix
of each suffix of a given string over a constant-sized alphabet of size σ that occurs elsewhere
in the string with Hamming distance at most k. The algorithm provided runs in average time
O(n(σ R)k log log n(log k + log log n)) where R = d(k + 2)(logσ n + 1)e, and uses O(n) space. In
work following this, Ayad et al. gave an O(n logk n log log n) average time algorithm using O(n)
space for the more general problem where edit distance is used rather than Hamming distance [14].
Both works solve slightly different problems then the mappability problem addressed here, focus on
average-case time complexity, and also allow for k ≥ 1.
In this work, we propose a new algorithm for 1-mappability which has a time complexity that
is O(n log n) and a space complexity that is O(n). The algorithm relies on the suffix tree data
structure [4] and its heavy path decomposition [15] as proposed by Cole et al. [16]. The rest of
this chapter is organized as follows: We summarize relevant background and the notations used
throughout this chapter. Next our algorithm for 1-mappability is presented in along with a proof of
its correctness. After that, additional details details are presnted to see how the data structures used
in the algorithm can be efficiently constructed. In complexity section, we present an analysis of the
time and space complexity of the algorithm.
For any two strings P and Q, let LCP(P, Q) denote their longest common prefix. Based on the input
sequence S[1, n], we use the following shorthand notations for brevity.

7

• Si is the suffix of S starting at position i (i.e., S[i, n]).
• lcp(i, j) = |LCP(Si , S j )|.

Suffix Trees. The suffix tree [4] of a string S[1, n], denoted by ST, is the compact trie of all suffixes
of S. We will take the last symbol of S as a $, a symbol which is not the rest of the string and is
lexicographically smallest. A suffix tree consists of n leaves and at most n internal nodes. The
leaves correspond to the starting indices of the suffixes of S arranged in lexicographical order from
left to right. The edges are labeled with substrings of S. We now present some terminologies, which
will apply to suffix trees as well as to compact tries of multiple strings in general. Let r be the root
of a compact trie T . We let u and v be any two arbitrary nodes in T .

• For u 6= r, parent(u) denotes the parent of node u.
• A node u is an ancestor of v iff it is on the path from r to v.
• LCA(u, v) denotes the lowest common ancestor of u and v.
• path(u) denotes the concatenation of edge labels on the path from r to u.
• The string depth of u, denoted by strDepth(u), is the length of path(u).
• The subtree of T rooted at u is denoted by subtree(u).
• The size of u, denoted by size(u), is the number of leaves in subtree(u).
• Strings(u) denotes the set of substrings corresponding to the leaves of subtree(u), i.e.,
Strings(u) = {path(`) | ` is a leaf in subtree(u)}. Note that these are the strings obtained
from the concatenation of edge labels on the path from r to leaf `, not from u to `.
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The suffix tree of S can be constructed in O(n) time and space for an integer alphabet which is
polynomially bounded in n [17, 18, 4]. The LCA of any two nodes in the suffix tree can be computed
in constant time [19, 20]. Equivalently, the LCP(Si , S j ) for any two indices i and j can also be
computed in constant time [21].

Figure 2.1: An example of a heavy path decomposition of a tree. The nodes with a single circle are
called light nodes and are at the root of every heavy path. The remaining nodes, which have double
circles, are referred to as heavy nodes.

Heavy Path Decomposition. The heavy path decomposition of a tree [19, 15] can be performed as
follows: Start at the root of the tree, r. We will consider r as a light node which is the root of heavy
path hr . Take r’s child, u, which has the largest subtree size and add it to the heavy path hr (ties are
broken arbitrarily). We will refer to the node u as r’s heavy child. Repeat this procedure starting
from u, taking u’s heavy child, and adding it to the heavy path hr . Continue adding nodes to the
heavy path in this fashion until a leaf is reached, which will be the last node added to hr . Now, for
every node v adjacent to (‘hanging off’) the heavy path, recursively apply the same procedure to the
subtree rooted at v. See Figure 2.1 for an example of heavy path decomposition. Note that a light
node ends up at the root of every heavy path. Throughout this work, we will use the notation hw to
denote the heavy path rooted at the light node w.
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It can be shown that the number of light nodes on any root to leaf path is O(log n). This leads to
the following observation, which will be put to use in the analysis of the time complexity of our
algorithm.
Observation 1. In a tree with n nodes, the sum of the subtree sizes across all subtrees rooted at
light nodes is O(n log n).

Our Algorithm

In the first steps of the algorithm, we construct a compact trie T of all length m substrings. Each
leaf, `, of T contains a list of the corresponding starting indices of the substring path(`) in S.
Next, a heavy path decomposition is done on T . Following this, we will process each heavy path.
The processing of each heavy path makes use of two types of auxiliary trees. These trees will
be constructed for every path and their traversal will allow us to capture all possible ways that
S[ j, j + m − 1] for j 6= i can match S[i, i + m − 1] with at most one mismatch.
Constructing the Compact Trie T . After constructing the suffix tree ST for S in linear time and
space, any branches of ST containing only leaf nodes with string depth less than m are removed.
Then, for each branch of ST extending past string depth m, we truncate the branch at string depth m
(splitting edges if needed) and placing a new leaf node where the truncation occurs. We call this
newly created compact trie T . For each of these leaf nodes ` in T , using ST, it is easy to compute
the list of starting indices corresponding to starting occurrences of the length m substring path(`) in
S. We do not require these lists to be in any kind of sorted order, but like in a suffix tree, the leaves
of T are in the lexicographic order of their substrings. This order is again easily obtained from ST.
Let us define one more bit of helpful notation.
• We will use Li to refer to the leaf in T such that path(Li ) = S[i, i + m − 1].
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The s-Trees and hp-Trees. Next, we describe the two types of auxiliary trees that are constructed
for every heavy path in T . To motivate the first type of auxiliary tree, consider the case where
LCA(Li , L j ) = u. Then the only way the two strings can be made to match with one substitution is if
both strings path(Li ) and path(L j ) are modified to have the same character at position strDepth(u) +
1. Let u0 be the heavy child of u. In the case that neither Li or L j are descendants of u0 , one viable
character substitution that may work to make the substrings match is to substitute the characters in
path(Li ) and path(L j ) at position strDepth(u) + 1 with the leading character on the edge from u to
u0 . We will capture this possibility with the following type of tree, which we call an s-Tree.

w

s-Tree(u)
ATC
A

G
A

A

C

C

T

C

C

C

C

TA

T

A

GG

G

CG

A
GC

C

AT
u

Figure 2.2: We show how s-Tree(u) is formed. If w is the root of the whole compact trie, then
s-Tree(u) is a compact trie of the modified strings ATCCGA, ATCCGT, ATCGCA, ATCGCC.

Definition 1 (s-Tree). Let u be an internal node with u0 being its heavy child and α being the
leading character on the edge towards u0 . Then s-Tree(u) is a compact trie over all strings
in Strings0 (u) = {s0 | s ∈ Strings(u)\Strings(u0 )}, where s0 is obtained from s after replacing its
(strDepth(u) + 1)th character by α. We refer to s0 as a modified substring. (see Figure 2.2).

Each leaf of s-Tree(u) maintains a list of indices which we will call its modified list. Consider a
leaf ` in s-Tree(u) where path(`) = s0 , a modified substring. Then the modified list of ` is obtained
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by merging the lists of all leaves of substrings used in the construction of s-Tree(u) which when
modified match s0 .
Returning to our scenario concerning LCA(Li , L j ) = u and its heavy child u0 , the other possibility is
that Li or L j is a descendant of u0 . In the case where the descendant of u0 is Li , one way a match can
occur is if the character at position strDepth(u) + 1 in the string path(L j ) is substituted to match
the first character along the edge from u to u0 . In the case where the descendent of u0 is L j , a match
can occur if the character at position strDepth(u) + 1 in the string path(Li ) is substituted to match
the first character along the edge from u to u0 . This motivates the following definition.
hp-Tree(w)
AT

w

C

C

C

A

A

G

A

A

A

C
C

TA

T

C

TA

T

A

C

C

C

G

GG

T

A

CG

GC

GG

A

C

AT

GC

Figure 2.3: The auxiliary tree hp-Tree(w) is a compact trie of the modified strings ATCCGA,
ATCCGT, ATCGCA, ATCGCC, ATCGCA and unmodified strings ATACGA, ATACGT, ATCGCC,
ATCGTA, ATGGCA, ATGGCC. Strings which are made equal through modification have there
index lists merged.

Definition 2 (hp-Tree). For each light node w, we define hp-Tree(w) as the compact trie of the
set of strings which is the set Strings(w), unioned with the sets Strings0 (u) (as in the definition of
s-Trees) for all u in the heavy path hw .
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Each leaf in hp-Tree(w) maintains a list of indices which we will call the unmodified list as well as
a list of indices we call the modified list. Consider a leaf ` in hp-Tree(w) where path(`) = s. The
unmodified list for ` is exactly the list from the leaf in T whose string matches s. The modified list
for ` is obtained by merging the lists of leaves in subtree(w) who’s modified substrings match s.
Algorithm. Next, we present the overall algorithm.

1. Create suffix tree ST, compute F0 (defined in the Section ??), and initialize F1 to zero.
2. Truncate ST at string depth m and prune branches of length less than m, thereby, creating a
compact trie T over all distinct substrings of S which are of length m. For each leaf `, in T ,
maintain a list of starting indices of the substring path(`).
3. Perform a heavy path decomposition on T .
4. For each light node w in T process the heavy path hw rooted at w as follows:
(a) For each node u in hw construct s-Tree(u). Then, for each leaf ` in s-Tree(u), iterate
over all indexes i in `’s modified list, incrementing F1 [i] by the size of `’s modified list
minus (F0 [i] + 1).
(b) Construct hp-Tree(w). Then, for each leaf ` in hp-Tree(w) iterate over `’s unmodified
list. For each index i in `’s unmodified list, increment F1 [i] by the length of `’s modified
list. Then, iterate over `’s modified list. For each index j in `’s modified list, increment
F1 [ j] by the size of `’s unmodified list.
5. Finally, for i from 1 to n − m + 1, increment F1 [i] by F0 [i].

Proof of Correctness

The following Lemma will be useful throughout the proof.
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Lemma 1. No index will ever be in both a modified and unmodified list for any leaf of a hp-Tree.
Moreover, an index will only appear once in any given list for any leaf, for both s-Trees and hp-Trees.

Proof. Let s be the length m string whose leaf contains index i in T . Then in the hp-Tree for a given
heavy path, index i will only end up in the unmodified list for the leaf of string s, and any other
appearance will be in a modified list of some modified version of s. Let s0 be a modified version of
s. Since s is distinct from s0 the leaf for s is always different from the leaf for s0 .
For s-Trees, the second statement follows since the lists merged to create a modified list are all
disjoint. For hp-Trees, the lists merged to create an unmodified list are all disjoint from one another,
and the lists merged to create a modified list are all disjoint from one another as well.

Our strategy is to first prove that for j 6= i the index j contributes one to F1 [i] exactly when
dH (S[i, i + m − 1], S[ j, j + m − 1]) ≤ 1. Second, we will show that i never contributes to F1 [i].
Lemma 2. For j 6= i the index j contributes one to F1 [i] exactly when dH (S[i, i + m − 1], S[ j, j +
m − 1]) ≤ 1.

Proof. Let si = path(Li ) = S[i, i + m − 1] and s j = path(L j ) = S[ j, j + m − 1].

C a s e . d H ( s i , s j ) = 0 . In Step 4.a, if i and j are both on a modified list for some leaf ` of an s-Tree,
then, since j contributes 1 to F0 [i], the subtraction of F0 [i] cancels j’s contribution to F1 [i].
In Step 4.b, because j is originally stored in the same leaf’s list in T , for a hp-Tree where i and j
appear on the same leaf’s list, either i and j both end up in the leaf’s modified list or both end up in
that leaf’s unmodified list. By Lemma 1, if they are together in an unmodified list, neither will be in
that leaf’s modified list. Similarly, if they are together in a leaf’s modified list, neither will be in
that leaf’s unmodified list. Hence, j will never contribute F1 [i] in Step 4.b.
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Finally, in Step 5, j contributes one to F1 [i].

C a s e . d H ( s i , s j ) = 1 Consider the heavy path hw in T which is rooted at w and contains LCA(Li , L j ).
We claim (1) that in the processing of the hw the index j will contribute 1 to F1 [i], and (2) in the
processing of any other path it will contribute 0.
For Claim (1):
let `w be the leave node on hw and δiw = strDepth(LCA(Li , `w )) and δ jw = strDepth(LCA(L j , `w )).
There are three cases.
δiw = δ jw

Li

δiw < δ jw

w

`w

Lj

Li

δ jw < δiw

w

`w

Lj

Li

w

`w

Lj

Figure 2.4: The three cases when dH (S[i, i + m − 1], S[ j, j + m − 1]) = 1 are illustrated above.

• Case. δiw = δ jw . When processing s-Tree(LCA(Li , `w ) (which is equal to s-Tree(LCA(L j , ` +
w))) both modified suffixes end up in the same modified list of some leaf vertex. Then in Step
4.a, j contributes 1 to F1 [i] when F1 [i] is incremented by the size of the modified list. This is
since j is not contributing to F0 [i], hence its contribution is not being canceled. In Step 4.b, if
only one of si or s j is modified by substituting in the character on the heavy path, then the
LCP between the modified string and unmodified string remains greater than m. Hence, the
indexes i and j can never make it onto different lists for the same leaf. This implies j cannot
contribute to F1 [i] in Step 4.b. In Step 5, again since j doesn’t contribute to F0 [i], there is no
contribution.
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• Case. δiw < δ jw . In this case, no s-Tree in hw has both modified versions s0i and s0j of si and
s j , respectively. Hence, there is no contribution of j to F1 [i] in Step 4.a. On the other hand,
in Step 4.b, hp-Tree(w) will contain a leaf with path matching s0i and s j . Therefore, j will
contribute 1 to F1 [i] in Step 4.b. In Step 5, j does not contribute to F0 [i] and hence does not
contribute to F1 [i].
• Case. δ jw < δiw . This case is symmetric to δiw < δ jw , only differing in that j will contribute
through Step 2, when processing a leaf where s0j and si are on the modified and unmodified
lists of the leaf, respectively.

For Claim (2), consider any heavy path hw0 rooted at w0 where the LCA of the two leaves Li and L j
is not on hw0 . If both Li and L j are not in subtree(w0 ) then clearly, j cannot contribute F1 [i] when
processing hw0 . If they are in subtree(w0 ), then even with modifications made to si and s j when
constructing hp-Tree(w0 ) and its s-Tree’s, the lcp of the modified substrings will remain less than m,
and i and j will never be within the same leaf node in hp-Tree(w0 ) or in any of hw0 ’s s-Trees.
Lemma 3. For i ∈ [1, n − m + 1], the index i contributes 0 to F1 [i].

Proof. For Step 4.a, by Lemma 1, i contributes once to the size of modified list which is being
processed, hence subtracting 1 from the total size negates its contribution. Note that i does not
contribute to F0 [i], so F0 [i]’s subtraction does not erroneously subtract from F1 [i].
For Step 4.b, by Lemma 1 i is never on both a modified and unmodified list and hence cannot
contribute to F1 [i].
Finally, since index i contributes 0 to F0 [i], and in Step 5 the index i contributes 0 to F1 [i].

We have shown that j 6= i contributes 1 to F1 [i] exactly when dH (S[i, i + m − 1], S[ j, j + m − 1]) ≤ 1,
and that i never contributes to F1 [i]. This completes the proof of correctness for the algorithm.
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Construction of s-Trees and hp-Trees

We will make use of the following Lemma.
Lemma 4. The longest common prefix of two truncated, potentially modified, suffixes s0 and s00 , as
well as their lexicographic order, can be determined in O(1) time.

Proof. Suppose s0 and s00 are constructed by modifying the truncated suffixes for Si = S[i, n + 1] and
S j = S[ j, n + 1], respectively. We will show LCP(s0 , s00 ) can be determined with Θ(1) LCP queries
on the unmodified versions of the suffixes Si and S j along with O(1) comparisons of characters
in s0 and s00 . Indeed, consider the case where the truncated version of Si is modified at index h
(relative to the start of Si , i.e., at index i + h in S) and the truncated version of S j is modified at
index k (relative to the start of S j ) where h ≤ k ≤ m. We first run a LCP query on Si and S j . If
lcp(Si , S j ) < h then we are done, otherwise, we compare s0 [h] and s00 [h]. If they are not equal,
then again we are done. If they are equal, we check whether lcp(Si , S j ) < k. If it is, we are done,
otherwise we next compare s0 [k] and s00 [k]. If they are not equal, then again we are done. Otherwise,
lcp(s0 , s00 ) = min{lcp(Si , S j ), m}. The cases where one or less of the strings are modified can be
handled similarly. Finally, determining the lexicographic order can be done by simply looking at
the character at index lcp(s0 , s00 ) + 1 (assuming the s and s0 aren’t equal and this index exists).
The following observation is also helpful.
Observation 2. The lexicographic ordering among truncated suffixes that branch off of a heavy
path hw in T from the same vertex u is maintained when the character at strDepth(u) +1 in each
of these truncated suffixes is substituted with the character on hw at strDepth(u) + 1.

s-Tree Construction. We apply the fast merging techniques of [22] for merging the sorted lists
of truncated modified suffix corresponding to each branch off of the heavy path at a given node.
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We know these are already sorted thanks to Observation 2. By Lemma 4, the comparison between
the strings can be done in constant time. To do this, each element in these lists needs to maintain
the following information: a reference to the leaf in T , and the location and character substitution
applied.
After sorting, all index lists are marked as modified lists. In the sorted list of truncated modified
suffixes, if two adjacent elements are found to be equal (their lcp is equal to m) then their modified
index lists are combined. After this step, the actual s-Tree can then be obtained using the lcp values
between these modified suffixes similarly to how the suffix tree can be obtained from a suffix array
and lcp array. Iterating over the sorted lists of truncated modified suffixes from smallest to largest,
and maintaining a reference to the leaf of the previously inserted truncated modified suffix. Upon
arriving at a new element in the sorted list, we traverse upwards from the leaf to find the insertion
point for the next one to be inserted.

hp-Tree Construction. The procedure is very similar to the construction of s-Trees. We have a set
of lists (references to leaves and modifications) of truncated modified suffixes for nodes along the
heavy path, as well as one sorted list of unmodified truncated suffixes. Again, the index lists for
the truncated modified suffixes are relabeled as modified index lists. After sorting using the same
fast merging technique, if two adjacent truncated suffixes (modified or unmodified) are found to be
equal their unmodified and modified index lists are combined. Having the sorted list of truncated
suffixes and lcp values between adjacent ones, the hp-Tree structure can be constructed with the
same algorithm as the s-Tree.
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Time and Space Complexity

Time Complexity

Lemma 5. Using the fast merging techniques in [22], the time complexity for the construction of
all hp-Trees is O(n log n).

wt−1
ut−1
wt
ut
wt+1

modified
`

Figure 2.5: The time complexity of the merge is O(|size(wt+1 )|| log



|size(ut )|
|size(wt+1 )|


)

Let w1 , w2 , . . . , wz be the light nodes on the path from the root of T to a leaf `. For t ∈ [z − 1], let
ut denote the node on the heavy path hwt such that wt+1 is a light child of ut . Using fast merging,
the time complexity for merging the truncated (modified or unmodified) suffixes corresponding to
leaves in the subtree of wt+1 with the truncated (modified or unmodified) suffixes corresponding to
leaves in the subtree of ut is:


size(ut )
O size(wt+1 ) log
size(wt+1 )
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(2.2)

This implies the time required for a given leaf ` in the subtree rooted at wt+1 is:


size(ut )
O log
.
size(wt+1 )

(2.3)



size(ut−1 )
O log
size(wt )

(2.4)

By the same argument, ` contributes

time to the merging of the truncated (modified or unmodified) suffixes corresponding to leaves
in the subtree rooted at wt with the truncated (modified or unmodified) suffixes corresponding to
leaves in the subtree rooted at ut−1 . Summing over all merges from the lowest possible wz up to the
highest possible, u1 , we find the total time contribution of ` is:




size(uz−1 )
size(uz−2 )
size(u1 )
size(u1 )
O log
+ log
+ · · · + log
= O log
size(wz )
size(wz−1 )
size(w2 )
size(wz )

(2.5)

where we used that wt is an ancestor of ut and hence size(ut )/size(wt ) ≤ 1. The right side of the
equality is O(log n). Therefore, the total time taken over all n leaves is O(n log n).
Since the construction of each s-Tree occurs at most once per the construction of each hp-Tree and
involves merging a subset of the sorted lists used to construct the hp-Tree, the time cost for building
the hp-Trees dominates.
After construction, a traversal step is done in time linear in the size of a tree plus the sum of the sizes
of its index lists. Notice too that the above analysis holds even when the suffixes are not truncated
and each list would just consist of a single index. Since each index appears no more often across all
index lists than it would have as leaves across all constructed hp-Trees and s-Trees on untruncated
suffixes, the traversal across all index lists can also be done in time O(n log n).
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Space Complexity.

Each s-Tree has at most as many leaves as the subtree rooted at w, which is O(n). Note also that
the space required for each merge is at most linear in the sum of the sizes of each unmerged list.
Therefore the space used in the construction of an s-Tree is at most O(n). Moreover, by deleting
each s-Tree after its traversal, space is maintained at O(n).
The size of each hp-Tree is exactly 2 · size(w) − 1 = O(n). This follows from the fact that a hp-Tree
consists of the set of suffixes in the original subtree rooted at w and a modified suffix for each of
these, except for the suffix corresponding to the heavy path. Like the s-Tree, the construction can be
done in linear space.
We have proven our main result.
Theorem 1. There exists an O(n log n) time, O(n) working space algorithm for the 1-mappability
problem over integer alphabets, where the integers are within a nO(1) polynomial range.

Conclusion

As mentioned in the introduction, the k-mappability problem for general k now has a solution taking
O(n min{mk k, logk+1 n}) time and O(n) space [12]. For k = 1, the solution presented here removes
a logarithmic factor. This work leaves open the question of whether the techniques presented here
can be extended to the case when k > 1 in order to obtain a solution requiring O(n logk n) time.
A preliminary version of this chapter was published in [23, 24].
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CHAPTER 3: ON COMPUTING AVERAGE COMMON SUBSTRING
OVER RUN LENGTH ENCODED SEQUENCES1

The Average Common Substring (ACS), proposed by Burstein et al. [26], is a simple alignment-free
sequence comparison method. This measure and its various extensions [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34] have proven to be useful in multiple applications [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Formally, ACS of a
sequence X[1, x] w.r.t. another sequence Y[1, y], denoted by ACS(X, Y), is:

ACS(X, Y) =

1 x
lcp(X[i, x], Y[ j, y])
∑ L[i], where L[i] = max
j
x i=1

(3.1)

The lcp(·, ·) of two input sequences is the length of their longest common prefix. The (symmetric)
distance based on ACS is [26]:




1
log |Y|
log |X|
1
log |X|
log |Y|
Dist(X, Y) =
+
−
+
2 ACS(X, Y) ACS(Y, X)
2 ACS(X, X) ACS(Y, Y)

(3.2)

The computation of ACS is straightforward in O(n) space and time using the generalized suffix
tree of X and Y, where n = x + y is the input size [26]. In this chapter, we study the problem of
computing ACS, where the input sequences are X0 [1, x0 ] and Y0 [1, y0 ], where X0 [1, x0 ] (resp., Y0 [1, y0 ])
is the sequence corresponding to the run-length encoding of X[1, x] (resp., Y[1, y]). Run-length
encoding is a simple algorithm used for data compression in which runs of data (occurring of the
same character on consecutive positions) are stored as a single character followed by the count of its
consecutive occurrences. The challenge here is to design an algorithm for computing ACS in space
and time close to O(N) instead of O(n), where N = x0 + y0 . We answer this question positively by
1 This

chapter is prepared based on our paper [25] as:
Hooshmand, Sahar, et al. "On computing average common substring over run length encoded sequences." Fundamenta
Informaticae 163.3 (2018): 267-273.
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presenting the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Given two input sequences in their run-length encoded format, the distance between
them based on the Average Common Substring (ACS) measure can be computed in O(N) space and
O(N log N) time, where N is the total length of sequences after run-length encoding.

Notation and Background

Let Σ be the alphabet set from which the symbols in X and Y are drawn from. We denote X, X0 and
Y, Y0 as follows:
f

f

f

f

0

g

0

X = α1 1 α2 2 α3 3 ...αx0x and X0 = (α1 , f1 )(α2 , f2 )(α3 , f3 )...(αx0 , fx0 )
Y = β1g1 β2g2 β3g3 ...βy0y and Y0 = (β1 , g1 )(β2 , g2 )(β3 , g3 )...(βy0 , gy0 )

(3.3a)
(3.3b)

Specifically, X is the concatenation of f1 occurrences of α1 followed by f2 occurrences of α2 ,
and so on. Similarly, Y is the concatenation of g1 occurrences of β1 followed by g2 occurrences
of β2 , and so on. Moreover, αi 6= αi+1 and βi 6= βi+1 for all values of i. Here αi , βi ∈ Σ and
fi , gi ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., n}. The lexicographic order between two characters (c, k) and (c0 , k0 ) in the
encoded sequences is defined as follows: (c, k) is lexicographically smaller than (c0 , k0 ) iff either c
is lexicographically smaller than c0 or c = c0 and k < k0 . Also, define the suffixes:
X0 [i, x0 ] = (αi , fi )(αi+1 , fi+1 )...(αx0 , fx0 )

(3.4a)

Y0 [i, y0 ] = (βi , gi )(βi+1 , gi+1 )...(βy0 , gy0 )

(3.4b)

If a suffix is a prefix of another suffix, we say that the shortest one is lexicographically smaller.
Notice that for each X0 [i, x0 ] (resp., Y0 [i, y0 ]), there exists an equivalent suffix X[F(i), x] (resp.,
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Y[G(i), y]) of X (resp., Y). Specifically,

F(i) = 1 + ∑ fk and G(i) = 1 + ∑ gk
k<i

(3.5)

k<i

Observation 3. The kth lexicographically smallest suffix in S and the kth lexicographically smallest
suffix in S0 are equivalent for all values of k ∈ [1, N], where
S = {X[F(i), x] | 1 ≤ i ≤ x0 } ∪ {Y[G(i), y] | 1 ≤ i ≤ y0 }

(3.6a)

S0 = {X0 [i, x0 ] | 1 ≤ i ≤ x0 } ∪ {Y0 [i, y0 ] | 1 ≤ i ≤ y0 }

(3.6b)

Example 1. Consider two input sequences X = CCCCCAAAGG and Y = CCAAT T T GGGG. According to the definition of X0 and Y0 , X0 = (C, 5)(A, 3)(G, 2) and Y0 = (C, 2)(A, 2)(T, 3)(G, 4). For
each suffix of X0 [i, x] there exists an equivalent suffix X[F(i), x]. For instance, X[F(2), 10] = X[6, 10]
is the equivalent suffix of X0 [2, 3].

The main component of our algorithm is a trie T over all strings in S. It consists of N leaves and at
most N − 1 internal nodes. Each leaf node in T corresponds to a unique suffix in S. Specifically,
the ith leftmost leaf `i corresponds to the ith lexicographically smallest suffix in S. Each internal
node v is associated with two values, (i) nodeDepth(v): the number of nodes on the path from root
to v and (ii) strDepth(v): the length of the longest common prefix over all suffixes corresponding to
the leaves under v. Additionally, we call a leaf type-X (resp., type-Y) if the suffix corresponding to
it is from X (resp., Y). The space occupancy of T is O(N) words.
Lemma 6. The trie T can be constructed in O(N log N) time using O(N) space.

Proof. We construct a generalized suffix tree of X0 and Y0 and then convert it into T [4, 3, 17] by
exploring Observation 3.
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An O(N)-Space and O(n log N)-Time Algorithm

The first step is to construct T from X0 and Y0 . Then, we associate each leaf node (except two) with
two values, char(·) and freq(·) as follows: Let `a be the leaf corresponding to X[F(i + 1), x]. Then

char(`a ) = αi and freq(`a ) = fi

(3.7)

Similarly, let `b be the leaf corresponding to Y[G( j + 1), y]. Then

char(`b ) = β j and freq(`b ) = g j

(3.8)

For each σ ∈ Σ, define (and compute)
maxRun(σ ) = max{gk | k ∈ [1, y0 ] and βk = σ }

(3.9)

The key intuition behind our algorithm is the following simple observation.
Observation 4. Let `a be the leaf in T corresponding to the suffix X[F(i + 1), x] for an i ∈ [1, x0 − 1].
Also, let X[p, x] = αih ◦ X[F(i + 1), x] for some h ∈ [1, fi ]. Specifically, p = F(i + 1) − h and “◦"
denotes concatenation. Then L[p]:

• is maxRun(αi ) if h > maxRun(αi ) and
• is h + strDepth(v) otherwise, where node v is the lowest ancestor of `a such that there exists
a type-Y leaf under v with char(·) = αi and freq(·) ≥ h.

We now present an efficient algorithm for computing L[·]’s based on the above observation. First we
construct a collection {Tσ | σ ∈ Σ} of new tries from T . Specifically, the Tσ is a compact trie over
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Algorithm 1: Computing L[p]
1: Let X[p, x] = αih ◦ X[F(i + 1), x]
2: if h > maxRun(αi ) then L[p] = maxRun(αi )
3: else
4: Find the leaf node w in Tαi corresponding to X[F(i + 1), x] and its lowest ancestor v
such that freq(v) ≥ h
5: Fix v as the root when i = x0
6: L[p] = h + strDepth(v)
7: endif
all those suffixes in T , such that char(·) of the leaves corresponding to them is σ . The total number
of nodes over all Tσ ’s is O(N) as each leaf node in T belongs to exactly one Tσ . Moreover, they
can be extracted from T in O(N) total time.
Next, we pre-process each Tσ in time linear to its size for answering level ancestor queries in constant time [41]. A level ancestor query (v, l) asks to return the ancestor u of v with nodeDepth(u) = l.
Finally, for each internal node v in each Tσ , we compute freq(v), which is the maximum over
freq(·)’s of all type-Y leaves under v. Note that freq(v) = 0 if all leaves under u are of type-X. This
step can also be implemented in linear time via a bottom up traversal of Tσ .
We are now ready to present the final steps of our algorithm. For p = 1, 2, 3, ..., x, we compute
L[p] using Algorithm 1 (see the pseudo-code below). Note that the node v can be computed via a
binary search (using level ancestor queries) over the nodes on the path to root in O(log N) time.
This completes the description of our algorithm. The correctness is immediate from Observation 4.
The total time complexity is O(n log N).
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An O(N)-Space and O(N log N)-Time Algorithm

Define A[i] for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., x0 , where
F(i+1)−1

A[i] =

∑

L[p]

(3.10)

p=F(i)

Therefore,
0

1 x
ACS(X, Y) = ∑ A[i]
x i=1

(3.11)

We now present a new algorithm in which we compute each A[i] in O(log N) time. For each internal
node v in Tσ , define weight(v) as follows: weight(·) of the root node is 0. For any other node v
with v0 being its parent,
weight(v) = weight(v0 ) + freq(v) × (strDepth(v) − strDepth(v0 ))

(3.12)

By performing a top-down tree traversal, we compute weight(·) over all internal nodes in Tσ in
time linear to its size. Therefore, time over all Tσ ’s is O(N). We now compute A[i]’s using the
following steps.

• For any i ∈ [1, x0 − 1], we first find the leaf node w in Tαi corresponding to the suffix
X[F(i + 1), x]. Also, find the lowest ancestor v of w, such that there exists a type-Y leaf under
v (equivalently freq(v) 6= 0) via binary search using level ancestors queries. This step takes
O(log N) time. Next, we have two cases and we handle them separately as follows. For
brevity, let m = maxRun(αi ).
– If fi > m, then

A[i] = weight(v) + (1 + 2 + 3 + ... + m) + m( fi − m)
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(3.13)

By simplifying, we have A[i] = weight(v) + m( fi − (m − 1)/2).
– If fi ≤ m, then find the lowest ancestor u of w, such that freq(u) ≥ fi (via binary search
using level ancestors queries). Then,

A[i] = weight(v) − weight(u) + fi × strDepth(u) + fi (1 + fi )/2

(3.14)

• For i = x0 , A[i]
– is (1 + 2 + ... + fi ) = fi ( fi + 1)/2 if fi ≤ m and
– is (1 + 2 + ... + m) + m( fi − m) = m( fi − (m − 1)/2), otherwise.

In summary, the time complexity is O(N log N) plus O(log N) for each i in [1, x0 ]. Therefore, total
time is O(N log N). The correctness follows from Observation 4 and the definition of weight(·).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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CHAPTER 4: AN ALIGNMENT-FREE HEURISTIC FOR FAST
SEQUENCE COMPARISONS WITH APPLICATIONS TO PHYLOGENY
RECONSTRUCTION

Over the past two decades, many similarity measures based on alignment-free methods have been
proposed for sequence comparison for a diverse range of Bioinformatics applications. With the
increasing availability of sequence data from multiple sources and as alignment algorithms are
reaching their limits, many of these alignment-free methods have become popular in applications
such as phylogeny reconstruction, sequence clustering, transcript quantification and detection of
horizontal gene transfers [42, 43].
For phylogeny reconstruction, alignment-free methods are used to construct the pairwise distance
matrix, a symmetric matrix of sequence similarity measures computed for every pair in the given
set of sequences. With the distance matrix as their input, algorithms such as unweighted pair group
method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) [44] or neighbor-joining (NJ) [45] construct the desired
tree.
Alignment-free methods for computation of similarity measures can be classified based on whether
the seeds are exact or approximate and whether the seeds are of fixed- or variable-length. The most
popular among the fixed-length exact seed methods are kmer-based techniques, which proceed by
first constructing the sets of all the kmers (kmers are fixed-length exact seeds of length k) of a pair
of sequences, followed by the estimation of a similarity measure either based on the kmer frequency
profile (Eg. Euclidean distance, CVTree [46],FFP [47]) or based on the intersection/differences of
the kmer sets (Eg. Jaccard coefficient). [48] presents a comprehensive review of about 28 different
such measures typically used in the construction of phylogeny trees. Methods using approximate
fixed-length such as spaced-seeds approaches [49] allow the use of kmers with mismatches at
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specific locations and make use of multiple patterns to improve accuracy.
Among the variable-length seeding methods, one of the measures shown to be effective in phylogeny
applications is the average common substring, ACS, which is computed for a pair of sequences
as the mean of the lengths of the longest common prefixes [50]. After computing the ACS, the
sequence similarity of two sequences X and Y is computed as follows:
1
d(X, Y) =
2



 

log |X|
log |X| log |Y|
log |Y|
+
−
+
ACS(X, Y) ACS(Y, X)
|X|
|Y|

(4.1)

By introducing k mismatches into the average common substring metric (abbreviated as ACSk ),
Leimeister and Morgenstern [29] demonstrated improved accuracy for phylogeny applications.
However, their approach, called kmacs, uses a greedy heuristic as an approximation of ACSk since
computing exact ACSk is computationally expensive and was shown to take O(n logk n) for a pair of
sequences of total length n [27]. In a later work, Thankachan et. al. [51] also proved that the runtime
bounds remain O(n logk n) even when insertions and deletions allowed along with mismatches.
Based on [27], [52] presented another greedy heuristic to approximate ACSk .
In this work, we present a novel linear-time heuristic that is a more accurate approximation of ACSk
than kmacs’ approach. While kmacs constructs an ACSk approximation by means of a forward
extension of the longest common prefixes, our algorithm performs both forward and backward
extensions to identify a k-mismatch common substring of longer length, and hence, producing a
closer approximation to the exact ACSk . Using three real datasets, we evaluate the runtime, accuracy
and the effectiveness of our proposed approach. We also demonstrate its applicability for phylogeny
tree construction.
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The Method

Notations and Preliminaries

Let X and Y be two sequences drawn from the alphabet set Σ. We denote the length of X by |X|,
←
−
←
−
the suffix of X starting at the position i as Xi . Also, we use X and Y to denote the reverse of the
strings X and Y respectively.
Let |X| + |Y| = n. We define LCP(Xi , Y j ) to be the longest common prefix of Xi that matches
with Y j and LCPk (Xi , Y j ) its k-mismatch counterpart i.e., a longest common prefix that allows k
mismatches, k ≥ 0 (also termed as the longest k-mismatch substring starting at Xi ). We denote
max j |LCPk (Xi , Y j )| by λk (i) and the position in Y corresponding to the λk (i)-length match as µk (i)
i.e.,
µk (i) = arg max |LCPk (Xi ,Y j )|, k ≥ 0.
j

(4.2)

For the sake of brevity, we abbreviate λ0 (i) and µ0 (i) as λ (i) and µ(i) respectively.
The average common substring, ACS of X w.r.t. Y is defined as

ACS(X, Y) =

1 |X|
|LCP(Xi , Y j )|.
∑ max
j
|X| i=1

(4.3)

ACSk (X, Y), k ≥ 0 of X w.r.t. Y is defined similarly with LCPk instead of LCP in the above equation.
Note that ACSk (X, Y) 6= ACSk (Y, X).
We use GST f and GSTr to denote the generalized suffix tree constructed for the concatenated strings
←
− ←
− ←
−
T = X$1 Y$2 and T = X $1 Y $2 respectively, where $1 , $2 6∈ Σ. For our algorithm, GST f and GSTr
serve as an indexing data structures that enable us to perform longest common prefix queries for X
and Y in constant time. Both GST f and GSTr can be constructed in O(n) time with O(n) space.
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Previous Greedy Heuristics

Using the notations described above, ACSk (X, Y) is computed as ACSk (X, Y) = ∑i=1 λk (i)/|X|. The
key difficulty in computing ACSk is the estimation of the array λk (i), i = 1, . . . , |X|. Before we
present our linear-time approximate algorithm for computing λk , we briefly discuss the previously
established heuristic methods for approximating λk .
In kmacs [29], the previously published greedy approach, λk (i) is approximated by extending the
longest common prefixes. kmacs uses the longest common substring of suffixes Xi and Yq , q =
arg max j |LCP(Xi , Y j )| as the initial anchor segment, then performs a forward extension to identify
the common substring with k − 1 mismatches and approximates the total length as λk (i). For
example, if X and Y are the strings CATTGCATACGA and ATGGATCCAATAG respectively, then to
compute an approximation to λ2 (4), kmacs would first identify the LCP match of X4 at Y2 and then
approximate λ2 (4) as 6 by matching the segments TGCATA and TGGATC. Formally, kmacs computes
the following measure as an approximation of λk (i):

λ (i) + 1 + |LCPk−1 (Xi+λ (i)+1 , Yµ(i)+λ (i)+1 )|.

(4.4)

Using a generalized suffix tree constructed for X and Y, the above measure can be calculated in
O(k) time via k consecutive LCP queries starting with Xi and Yµ(i) . Therefore, the similarity metric
based on the above heuristic measure can be computed in O(nk) time.
ALFRED-G [52] follows a similar logic except that it includes an extra mismatch in the initial
anchor segment. Formally, ALFRED-G approximates λk (i) with the following measure:

λ1 (i) + 1 + |LCPk−2 (Xi+λ1 (i)+1 , Yµ1 (i)+λ1 (i)+1 )|.
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(4.5)

Proposed Algorithm

In our algorithm, we make use of the following observation: a k-mismatch common substring
of two suffixes Xi and Y j includes k − 1 common substrings separated by k mismatch characters.
This observation leads to the following key intuition behind our algorithm – the anchor segment
can be any one of the k − 1 segments that constitute a k-mismatch common string. As mentioned
above, both kmacs and ALFRED-G consider the first segment as the anchor segment. Our heuristic,
denoted by λk0 (i), is computed by extending all k − 1 matching substrings that overlap the position i,
as anchors.
We illustrate our approach with the following example. Consider the three suffixes X p = AATCGGT...,
Yq = AATGGGA... and Yr = AACCGGT..., and let µ(p) = q; µ(p + 3) = r + 3. A greedy heuristic
based algorithm such as kmacs, which uses the LCP to find anchor segments, will select Yq as the
anchor point and approximate λ1 (p) as 5, even though there is a better match at Yr . Extending the
segments backward overcomes this limitation in this example because a backward extension from
the Yr+3 = CGG... segment from X p+3 can identify Yr to be the better match for X p .
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code for our proposed heuristic. It takes as input strings X and Y,
and outputs an array λk0 of length |X|, whose ith entry contains the approximation for λk (i).
After constructing the two generalized suffix trees GST f and GSTr and initializing the λk0 (i) entries
(Lines 1– 3), the algorithm proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, we compute the forward
and backward extensions of the longest common substring for each position in X (Lines 5– 29).
Here, we make use of two arrays L f and Lr , each of length k + 1, which contain the lengths of the
0, 1, 2 . . . , k-mismatch substrings starting and ending at position i respectively. L f and Lr can be
computed via k LCP queries on GST f and GSTr respectively (Lines 15 and 24). After computing
the L f and Lr arrays, we update λk0 arrays for the k + 1 possible positions corresponding to all the
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Algorithm 1: Compute λk0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34

Input: X, Y, k
Output: λk0 (i), i = 1, . . . , |X|
Construct GST f , generalized suffix tree of X and Y
←
−
←
−
Construct GSTr , generalized suffix tree of X and Y
Let λk0 (i) ← 0, i = 1, . . . , |X|
// Phase I :: Forward and Backward Extensions
for i = 1 to |X| do
Let L f ( j) ← 0, j = 1, . . . , k + 1 // Forward Segment Lengths
Let Lr ( j) ← 0, j = 1, . . . , k + 1 // Backward Segment Lengths
// Forward Extension
L f (1) ← λ (i)
p←i
q ← µ(i)
for j = 1 to k do
r ← p + L( j) + j
s ← q + L( j) + j
L f ( j + 1) ← L f ( j) + LCP(Xr , Ys )
L f (k + 1) ← L f (k)
// Backward Extension
Lr (1) ← 0
p ← |X| − i
q ← |Y| − µ(i)
for j = 1 to k do
r ← p + L( j) + j
s ← q + L( j) + j

←
−←
−
Lr ( j + 1) ← Lr ( j) + LCP(Xr , Ys )

// Update λk0 for k + 1 possible segments
for j = 1 to k + 1 do
p ← i − Lr ( j)
if λk0 (p) < Lr ( j) + L f (k + 1 − j) + k then
λk0 (p) ← Lr ( j) + L f (k + 1 − j) + k
// Phase II :: Update Entries improved by Preceding Entries
for i = 2, . . . , |X| do
if λk0 (i − 1) − 1 > λk0 (i) then
if i is not a mismatch position w.r.t. λk0 (i − 1) then
λk0 (i) ← λk0 (i − 1) − 1

possible forward and backward extensions(Lines 26– 29).
In some cases, the approximation computed at position i in the first phase can be improved by
examining the λk0 (i − 1) entry, if the ithe position doesn’t correspond to a mismatch character of the
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preceding entry. In the second phase, we update those entries for whom a better approximation is
one less than the preceding entry in λk0 (Lines 31– 34).
Since LCP queries take constant time using GSTs, the first phase can be accomplished in O(nk)
time and O(n + k) space. Since the second phase is just a left to right pass over the λk0 array and
since the construction of the suffix trees also take O(n) time and space, our algorithm takes linear
time.

Implementation Details

We implemented our algorithm in the Rust progamming language [53] and used the libdivsufsort
library [54] to construct the suffix array data structures.
Our algorithm requires only the computation of LCP queries, which can be done only using
generalized suffix arrays along with the longest-common-prefix (LCP) arrays and range minimum
query (RMQ) data structures. The use of suffix and LCP arrays instead of the suffix trees significantly
reduces the memory footprint for our implementation.
Whenever there are multiple options to extend the LCP match (i.e., there are multiple locations
in which a common substring can be equal in length and be the longest), we apply the heuristic
discussed earlier in this section to all possible locations and select the longest among them. In the
worst case this can make the implementation to take O(n2 k) time but in practice, it takes O(nkz)
time, where z is the average number of maximal matches to a substring in Y starting at a position i
in X.
The core computation of the algorithm demands multiple LCP queries. However, we observed that
in most cases, the time taken to walk through the text to identify is faster compared to evaluating
the LCP query. This is because of two reasons (a) modern CPU architectures include multiple
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hierarchies of caches, that enable faster access to data elements that are located with in relatively
close storage locations and (b) most practical datasets have a distribution of relatively short LCP
lengths. Therefore, in all our experiments reported in the next section, except for the case when
LCP is 0, we walk the text to identify the longest common prefixes. When the LCP is 0 i.e., the case
when there is no suffix match in Y for a suffix Xi or vice-versa, we estimate the k-mismatch LCP by
the approximation computed for the suffix Xi+1 .

Results and Discussions

All the experiments were run on a system having two 2.4 GHz 14-Core Intel E5-2680 V4 processors
and 256 GB of main memory, and running RedHat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7.0 operating system.
Along with our implementation, we also ran kmacs [29] and ALFRED-G [52] for comparison.
kmacs and ALFRED-G were compiled using gcc compiler version 8.3.0. Our implementation was
compiled using rust compiler version 1.3.6.
To evaluate the runtime, the relative accuracy and the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we
used four real datasets – Primates, Roseobacter, BAliBASE and E. coli, all of which have been
previously used to evaluate alignment-free techniques to estimate sequence similarity [29, 52, 55].
Primates is a DNA sequence dataset collected from prokaryotic organisms and has 27 primate
mitochondrial genomes with a total length of ≈ 450 kilobases. The reference phylogeny tree for
this dataset was constructed based on multiple sequence alignment the 27 sequences.
Roseobacter dataset is a set of eukaryotic DNA sequences with a total length of ≈ 875 kilobases,
collected from the coding regions of 32 Roseobacter genomes as described in [52]. BAliBASE
dataset is a collection of 218 protien sequence datasets of total length ≈ 2.5 megabases, gathered
from the BAliBASE V3.0 [56], a popular benchmark for evaluating multiple sequence alignment
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Figure 4.1: Avg. error percentage of estimated ACSk w.r.t. exact ACSk .

algorithms.
E. coli dataset is a collection of 29 whole genomes of E. coli/Shigella strains, originally compiled
by [55]. This dataset has a total length of 138 megabases in which the size of the seqeunces range
from 4.3 megabases to 5.4 megabases.
For the Roseobacter dataset, we used the phylogenetic tree presented in [57] as the reference tree.
In case of BAliBASE datasets, the reference trees are constructed from the corresponding reference
alignments using the proml program available in PHYLIP [58], which implements the Maxmimum
Likelihood method. For the E. coli datasets, we used the phylogenetic tree presented in [55] as the
reference tree.
We conducted experiments on all the software to evaluate (i) the accuracy of the estimated ACSk ,
(ii) runtime characteristics, and (iii) applicability of our algorithm to phylogeny reconstruction.
To estimate the accuracy of the ACSk estimated using our heuristic, we approximate ACSk , for every
pair of input sequence in the Primates and Roseobacter datasets, using our proposed heuristic with
k = 1, . . . , 5. We, then, used the ALFRED software published by [32] to find the true value of ACSk ,
computed the error percentage of estimated ACSk compared to the true values, and finally plotted
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the average error percentages against increasing values of k. Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) illustrate the
average deviation of the approximate values computed by the respective software from the exact
value of ACSk for Primates and Roseobacter datasets respectively.
Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) show that the error percentage for our proposed method is less than that of
kmacs in all the cases. Specifically, in case of kmacs, the error percentages can be as high as 80%
with k = 4 for the Primates datasets, where as our method shows a deviation of less than 40%. Even
though the error percentages increases as k increases for both kmacs and our algorithm, compared
to kmacs, the error rate grows relatively slower with increasing k for our method.
It can also be observed in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) that compared to both kmacs and our method,
ALFRED-G has a much lower error percentage. However, in terms of runtime, our method runs
1.5–2.5X faster than that of ALFRED-G as illustrated by the runtime plots in figures 4.2(a), (b) and
(c). As expected, the runtime grows approximately linearly as k increases. In constrast, the timings
for the exact methods grows exponentially for both the Primates ranging from 8.7 seconds for k = 1
to 2202.83 seconds for k = 5. Similar behavior is observed for the Roseobacter dataset ranging
from 15.04 seconds for k = 1 to 800.11 seconds for k = 5 (Figure 4.3). For the Primates dataset,
we also ran the software MissMax, a heuristic alignment-free method for sequence comparisons
developed in [59]. While the method produced an error rate of at most 0.52% with respect to exact
values, its runtime is ≈145 – 185X slower than that of ALFRED-G.
For the E. coli full genomes dataset, the timings are shown in Figure 4.2(d). Note that the runtime is
shown in hours as compared to seconds for the other datasets and only for kmacs and our method
since ALFRED-G failed to complete its run in the allotted time of 72 hours.
To test the effectiveness of our approach for phylogeny construction in comparison to kmacs and
ALFRED-G, we also constructed the phylogeny trees using our method as follows:
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Figure 4.3: Run time to compute exact ACSk .

1. For every pair of input sequence in a dataset, compute λk0 (·) both for X w.r.t. Y and for Y w.r.t.
X.
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Figure 4.4: Robinson–Foulds distance with respect to the reference trees.

2. Using approximate ACSk (X, Y) and ACSk (Y, X) estimated from λk0 (·), compute the sequence
similarity measure defined by equation 4.1.
3. Construct the symmetric distance matrix with entries filled with sequence similarity measures
computed in the previous step. This matrix is of size 27 × 27, 32 × 32 and 29 × 29 for
Primates, Roseobacter, and E. coli datasets respectively.
4. Reconstruct phylogenetic tree using the neighbor program in the PHYLIP software suite [58]
with the distance matrix as its input. The neighbor program constructs the phylogeny tree
with Neighbor Joining methodology.
5. Compute the Robinson–Foulds distance (R-F) distance w.r.t the reference tree using the
treedist program in the PHYLIP [58] software suite. Note that lower the R-F distance,
better the matching of topology between two trees. If RF distance is zero, then there is an
exact match between the two trees.
6. Repeat the above steps with k = 1, . . . , 10 for Primates, Roseobacter and BAliBASE datasets,
and with k = 1, . . . , 7 for the E. coli dataset.
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For the Primates dataset, the Robinson–Foulds (RF) distance of the reconstructed tree with respect
to the reference tree is 0 for k = 5, 2–4 for other values of k (Figure 4.4). For the same dataset kmacs
reported an RF distance of 2–8, whereas ALFRED-G reported an RF distance of 0–2 [52]. Similar
to ALFRED-G, our method was able to recover the expected phylogenetic tree for Primates. For the
Roseobacter dataset, the RF distance of our algorithm are in the range of 20–8, and as the value
of k is increases from 1 to 10, the RF distance tends to decline. kmacs and ALFRED-G reported
RF distances, for the Roseobacter dataset, in the range of 18–10 and 18–8 respectively [52]. For
BAliBASE datasets, all the three methods reported an average RF distances in the same range of
31–26. For E. coli dataset, both kmacs and our method reported RF distances in the same range of
24–26, while ALFRED-G was not able to complete within the alloted time limit of 24 hours per pair.
Both kmacs and our method were able to complete their runs in less than 11 hours for k = 5.
Finally, to evaluate the scalability of our algorithm in its ability to process genome-length sequences,
we ran both kmacs and our method on the full genome sequences of 14 plant species. This dataset
was originally compiled by [60] and is of total size 4.5 gigabases with the sequence lengths ranging
from 111 megabases to 746 megabases. For the 50 pairs of sequences that both kmacs and our
method were able to process in the allotted time limit of 72 hours per pair, our method was able to
complete the runs in a average of 1.56 hours per pair, where as kmacs took an average of 4.67 hours
per pair. This discrepancy in time is due to the difference in how kmacs and our method process the
suffixes whose LCP is 0, which happens more often in longer genomes. Neither ALFRED-G nor the
exact method is capable of processing smallest of the sequences of this dataset.
To summarize, our proposed method provides results more accurate than kmacs for the Primates
and Roseobacter datasets, while being competitive in runtime compared to kmacs and much faster
than ALFRED-G. In case of the Primates dataset, our method was able to recover the reference tree
for k = 5. For BAliBASE and E. coli datasets, the results are comparable to that of kmacs. With
repsect to scalability, our method shows considerably improvement over that of kmacs for longer
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full genomes that are few hundred megabases long.

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel linear-time heuristic to compute the alignment-free measure
of sequence similarity ACSk . We evaluate the accuracy of the ACSk estimated from the proposed
heuristic and demonstrated its applicability in construction of phylogeny trees.
We plan to extend this heuristic in the future in two different ways. Currently, all the published
heuristics, including the one introduced in this work, can handle only mismatches and not insertions
or deletions. We plan to adapt the proposed algorithm such that it allows insertions and deletions,
where the key challenge is to manage is varying lengths of matched segments. Another way we
plan to develop this heuristic is to enable forward and backward extensions on a 1-mismatch anchor
segment.
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CHAPTER 5: FM–INDEX REVEALS THE REVERSE SUFFIX ARRAY1

The suffix tree is arguably the central data structure in stringology. Briefly speaking, the suffix tree
(ST) of a text T [1, n] over an alphabet ∑ = [σ ] ∪ {$} is a compact trie over all suffixes, where $ is
the unique terminal symbol. Its linear time construction [17, 3, 18, 4] and efficient tree-navigational
features make it a versatile tool in the design of various string matching algorithms. As a practical
alternative, suffix arrays [5] were introduced later. Probably the greatest beneficiary of these data
structures is Bioinformatics; in fact, it is safe to say that the field would not have been the same
without them [62, 63]. We refer to Gusfield’s book [64] for an exhaustive list of algorithms aided
by suffix trees and suffix arrays.
In the era of data deluge, a negative aspect of suffix trees and suffix arrays is their memory footprint
of Θ(n) words or Θ(n log n) bits. In comparison, the text can be encoded in just n log σ bits,
or even lower space using compression techniques. To put this into perspective, the suffix tree
takes around 15 bytes per character and the suffix array takes around 4 bytes per character for
human genome, where σ is 4. Bridging the complexity gap between data-space and index-space
has been a challenging task. The advent of succinct data structures [65] and compressed text
indexing, where the goal is to have a data structure in space close to the information theoretical
minimum, presented us with new indexes like the FM–Index by Ferragina and Manzini [7] and
the Compressed Suffix Array (CSA) by Grossi and Vitter [6]. These indexes encapsulate the
functionalities of suffix array in near-optimal number of bits (w.r.t. statistical entropy). While
the CSA achieved this goal via the structural properties of suffix trees/arrays, FM-Index relied
on the Burrows-Wheeler Transformation (BWT) of the text [66]. Moreover, the FM-index is a
1 This

chapter is prepared based on our paper [61] as:
Ganguly, Arnab, et al. "FM-Index Reveals the Reverse Suffix Array." 31st Annual Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern
Matching (CPM 2020). Schloss Dagstuhl-Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, 2020.
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self-index, i.e., any portion of the original text can be extracted from the index. These remarkable
breakthroughs saved orders of magnitude of space in practice and eventually became the foundations
of more advanced indexes [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. They are the backbone of many widely used
Bioinformatics tools like Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [73], SOAP2 [74], Bowtie [75], etc.
Motivated by the fact that two human genomes differ in hardly 0.1% of their positions, Belazzougui
et al. [76] introduced the concept of Relative Compressed Indexes or Reusable-Indexes, where the
objective is to leverage the fact that a full text index (say an FM-index) of a string T is already
available, while indexing a "closely similar" string T 0 . They showed that the FM-index of T 0 can be
encoded in O(δ ) extra space (in words), assuming that the FM-index of T is accessible. Here, δ
denotes the edit distance between the BWT’s of T and T 0 . We study a special, but useful instance of
this problem, in which T 0 is the reverse of T .

Relative Compression of the Reverse Suffix Array

Let T [1, n] = t1t2 . . .tn−1 $ be a string over the alphabet Σ = [σ ] ∪ {$}, where the character $ appears
exactly once and the lexicographic order is $ < 1 < 2 < · · · < σ . The reverse of T is the string
←
−
←
−
←
−
T = tn−1tn−2 . . .t1 $. We use T [i, j] (resp., T [i, j]) to denote the substring of T (resp., T ) from
position i to j.
The suffix array SA[1, n] stores the starting positions of the lexicographically arranged suffixes, i.e.,
SA[i] = j if the ith lexicographically smallest suffix is T [ j, n]. The inverse suffix array ISA[1, n]
is defined as: ISA[ j] = i if and only if SA[i] = j. Thus, the suffix array and its inverse can
be stored in Θ(n) words, i.e., Θ(n log n) bits. The BWT of T is an array BWT[1, n] such that
BWT[i] = T [SA[i] − 1], where T [0] = T [n]. An FM–Index is essentially a combination of the BWT
(with rank-select functionality support via a wavelet tree [77]) and a sampled (inverse) suffix array.
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←
−
Likewise, we can define the suffix array and the inverse suffix array for the reverse text T , denoted
←
−
←−
by SA[1, n] and ISA[1, n], respectively.
←
−
←−
Problem 2. Can we decode SA[·] and ISA[·] values efficiently using the FM-index of T ?

Motivation and Related Work

In this study we show that when the application mandates performing search both in forward and
reverse directions and we already have an index on the forward text, it is possible to calculate the
SA (or ISA) values of the reversed text on–the–fly efficiently by using the forward index, which
eliminates the overhead of maintaining the reverse suffix array. Some text processing applications,
particularly in computational biology, are good examples of this case. For instance, the read
mapping problem [78] in Bioinformatics aims to match a given read onto a reference genome. Due
to the DNA sequencing technology used, a read may originate from a forward strand as well as the
reverse strand of the DNA helix, and the direction is unknown at the time of mapping. Thus, while
the read can be aligned to the reference in its original form, its reverse complement should also be
considered as it could be sampled from the reverse strand. One way to cope with this problem is to
create two indexes [73], one for the forward and the other for the reverse strand mapping, which
obviously doubles the space. However, if the forward index can be used to search in the reverse text,
the space can be reduced significantly.
←
−
The practical applicability of our study addresses this case by showing that we can compute the SA[i]
←−
and ISA[i] elements of the reverse text for any possible i, by solely using the FM-Index constructed
over the forward text. In a wider sense, any bioinformatics application that makes use of a FM-Index
while performing a pattern search on a target sequence, can benefit from our solution to search
on the reverse strand of the target without any need of extra space. For example, Lam et al. [79]
use both the forward and backward BWT to find matches with k-mismatches allowed; our results
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eliminate the requirement of the latter, thereby roughly halving the space. It is noteworthy that other
relevant elements of the reverse text, such as computing the longest common prefix of two suffixes
←−−−
←
−
←−
and BWT-entry can be generated from the SA[i] and ISA[i], become efficiently computable on the
fly.
From a theoretical perspective, one can argue that pattern matching on the reverse text is equivalent
to matching the reverse of the pattern in the forward text. However, there are applications, where
one needs to find the range of suffixes in the suffix tree/array of the reverse text that are prefixed
by a pattern. A typical example is the classic solution for approximate pattern matching with one
error, which uses the suffix tree/array of the text as well as that of the reverse of the text, along with
an orthogonal range searching data structure [80]. A similar approach is followed in most of the
compressed indexes based on LZ-compression, although the forward/reverse suffixes arrays/trees
are sparse [81]. Another use is in the (relative) compressed indexing of a collection of sequences
that are highly similar. Here, two full text indexes corresponding to the reference sequence and its
reverse are maintained. Other sequences are indexed in relative LZ compressed space w.r.t. the
reference sequence [82]. On a related note, Ohlebusch et al. [83] provided a procedure to compute
←
−
the BWT of the reverse text considering the strong correlation between T and T . They compute
reverse BWT from the forward BWT, but in their process to compute the kth entry of BWT one has
to decode all entries from 1 to k − 1. Their technique can also partially fill the reverse suffix array
←
−
during this computation, where additional effort is required to calculate the missing elements of SA.
Our approach on the other hand can directly compute any BWT entry for the reverse text. In another
work, Belazzougui et al. [84] showed how to represent the bi-directional BWT (i.e., forward and
reverse BWT) so that one can perform efficient navigation of the suffix tree as well search in the
forward and backward direction; however, to search in the forward direction, their representation
again needs space roughly twice that of the FM–Index.
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Our Results

The following is our main contribution in this chapter.
Theorem 3. Assuming the availability of the FM–Index of T [1, n] (where BWT is stored in the form
←
−
of a wavelet tree), we can compute the suffix array value r = SA[i] for any given i (resp. inverse
←−
←
−
suffix array i = ISA[r] for any given r) of the reversed text T in time O(h · tWT + tSA ). Here,
←
−
• h is the length of the shortest unique substring that starts at position r in T ,
• tWT is the time to support standard wavelet tree operations on BWT, and
• tSA is the time to decode a suffix array (or inverse suffix array) value using FM–Index.

In the most common implementations of the FM–Index, tWT = O(log σ ) and tSA = O(log1+ε n),
where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small. On average h can be expected to be O(logσ n) when the text is
assumed to be independently and identically distributed over the alphabet Σ [85]. Thus, we get the
following corollary.
Corollary 1. Given the FM–Index of T (where BWT is stored in the form of a wavelet tree), we can
decode a suffix array value or inverse suffix array value of the reversed text in O(log1+ε n) expected
time, where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small.

We complement the above results with experiments. The experiments show that our results are
competitive when compared to the standard approach of maintaining the FM–Index for both the
forward text and the reverse text.
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Burrows-Wheeler Transform and FM–Index

Given an array A[1, m] over an alphabet Σ of size σ , by using the wavelet tree data structure of size
m log σ + o(m) bits, the following queries can be answered in O(log σ ) time [7, 86, 77]:

• A[i],
• rankA (i, j, x) = the number of occurrences of x in A[i, j],
• selectA (i, j, k, x) = the kth occurrence of x in A[i, j],
• quantileA (i, j, k) = the kth smallest character in A[i, j],
• rangeCountA (i, j, x, y) = the number of positions k ∈ [i, j] satisfying x ≤ A[k] ≤ y

Burrows and Wheeler [66] introduced a reversible transformation of the text, known as the BurrowsWheeler Transform (BWT). Let Tx be the circular suffix starting at position x, i.e., T1 = T and
Tx = T [x, n] ◦ T [1, x − 1], where x > 1 and ◦ denotes concatenation. Then, BWT of T is obtained
as follows: first create a conceptual matrix M, such that each row of M corresponds to a unique
circular suffix, and then lexicographically sort all rows. Thus the ith row in M is given by TSA[i] .
The BWT is the last column L of M, i.e., BWT[i] = TSA[i] [n] = T [SA[i] − 1], where T [0] = T [n] = $.
The main component of the FM–Index is the LF mapping function such that, for any i ∈ [1, n], LF(i)
is the row j in the matrix M where BWT[i] appears as the first character in TSA[ j] . Specifically,
LF(i) = ISA[SA[i] − 1], where SA[0] = SA[n].
To compute LF(i), we store a wavelet tree over BWT[1, n] in n log σ +o(n log σ ) bits. Let the number
of occurrences of symbol i ∈ Σ \ {$} in T be fi . We store another array C [1, σ ] such that C [i] is
the number of characters in T that are lexicographically smaller than i. Specifically, C [1] = 1, and
C [i] = 1 + ∑ j<i f j when i > 1. As a convention, we set C [$] = 0 and C [σ + 1] = n. Using these, we
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can compute LF(i) mapping in O(log σ ) time as LF(i) = C [BWT[i]] + rank(1, i, BWT[i]). We can
decode SA[i] in O(log1+ε n) time by using LF mapping and by maintaining a sampled-suffix array,
which occupies o(n log σ ) bits in total. The idea is to explicitly store (i, SA[i]) pairs for all SA[i] ∈
{1, 1 + ∆, 1 + 2∆, . . . }, where ∆ = dlogσ n logε ne. The space needed is O( ∆n log n) = o(n log σ ) bits.
Then, SA[i] can be obtained directly if the value has been explicitly stored; otherwise, it can be
computed via at most ∆ number of LF mapping operations in time O(∆ · log σ ) = O(log1+ε n). We
can also decode ISA[·] using the sampled ISA array in O(log1+ε n) time.

The Method

A substring T [a, b] of T is unique if a is the only occurrence of T [a, b] in T . Note that the unique
substring starting at a position a is always defined (since T ends in $). Moreover the reverse of
←
−
←
−
T [a, b] is also unique in T , and it ends at the position (n − a) in T .

←
−
Decoding SA[i] for a given i

Our algorithm hinges on the following main lemma.
Lemma 7. Given the FM–Index of T (where the BW T is equipped with a wavelet tree), we can
−
←
−
←−− ←
←−−
compute the shortest unique substring SUS in T starting at SA[i] in O(h·tWT ) time, where h = |SUS|.
←
−
We can then compute r = SA[i] in O(tSA ) time.
←
−
Proof of Lemma 7. Our task is to compute r = SA[i] for some i, where h is the length of the
←
−
−
←
−
←
−
←−− ←
shortest unique substring SUS = T [r] ◦ T [r + 1] ◦ · · · ◦ T [r + h − 1] of T starting at position r.
Let the range [αk , βk ] be such that for any j ∈ [αk , βk ] the suffix T [SA[ j], n] starts with the string
←
−
←
−
←
−
←
−
T [r + k − 1] ◦ T [r + k − 2] ◦ · · · ◦ T [r]. Moreover, let qk be such that T [r + k] is the qk th smallest
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character in BWT[αk , βk ].
Our idea is to successively compute the ranges [α1 , β1 ], [α2 , β2 ], . . . and q1 , q2 , . . . until we get a
range [αh , βh ] that contains exactly one suffix, i.e., αh = βh . At each step, we are going to decode
←
− ←
−
←
−
−
←
−
←
−
←−− ←
the characters T [r], T [r + 1], . . . , T [r + h − 1]. Clearly, SUS = T [r] ◦ T [r + 1] ◦ · · · ◦ T [r + h − 1],
and the starting position of SUS in T is SA[αh ]. Therefore,

r = n − (SA[αh ] + h − 1) = n − SA[αh ] − h + 1

(5.1)

We now present the details, starting with the following simple observation. The ith lexicographic
←
−
←
−
suffix of T starts with the same character as the ith lexicographic suffix of T . Therefore, T [r] =
T [SA[i]], which is essentially the ith smallest character in BWT[1, n], and is given by quantile(1, n, i).
←
−
Now, we find the range [α1 , β1 ] in constant time using the array C and T [r]. The next step is to
←
−
←
−
decode the character T [r + 1], and compute the range [α2 , β2 ]. Since T [r, n] is the (i − α1 + 1)th
←
−
←
−
lexicographically smallest suffix that starts with T [r], T [r + 1] is the (i − α1 + 1)th smallest
character in BWT[α1 , β1 ]. Therefore q1 = (i − α1 + 1).
←
−
←
−
The next steps are to decode the character T [r + 1] and compute [α2 , β2 ], then decode T [r + 2] and
compute [α3 , β3 ], and so on. To do so, we rely on the following recursions. From the definition,
←
−
T [r + k] = quantile(αk , βk , qk ) for any k ≥ 1. We now show how to compute [αk+1 , βk+1 ]. Let a be
←
−
the smallest index ≥ αk and let b be the largest index ≤ βk , such that BWT[a] = BWT[b] = T [r + k].
←
−
←
−
αk+1 = LF(a) = C [ T [r + k]] + rank(1, αk − 1, T [r + k]) + 1

(5.2a)

←
−
←
−
βk+1 = LF(b) = C [ T [r + k]] + rank(1, βk , T [r + k])

(5.2b)

Finally, qk+1 = (qk − d), where d is the number of characters in BWT[αk , βk ] that are lexicographi←
−
cally smaller than T [r + k], which can be computed via a rangeCount query.
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Figure 5.1: Computing SA[5] = 7 via Lemma 7. Here SUS = ATC, the suffix range [α1 , β1 ] of A is
[2, 5], the suffix range [α2 , β2 ] of TA is [8, 9], and the suffix range [α3 , β3 ] of CTA is [6, 6].

We repeat this process until we reach [αh , βh ], where αh = βh . This takes O(h · tWT ) time. Then r is
decoded in additional O(tSA ) time. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.

←−
Decoding ISA[r] for a given r
←−
To compute ISA[r] for some position r, the main intuition is as follows. Let γ1 be the number of
←
−
←−
←
−
entries in BWT[1, n] that are lexicographically smaller than T [r]. Then, ISA[r] ≥ γ1 = C [ T [r]].
Now consider the range [α1 , β1 ] such that for any j ∈ [α1 , β1 ], the suffix T [SA[ j], n] starts with
←
−
T [r]. Let γ2 be the number of entries in BWT[α1 , β1 ] that are lexicographically smaller than
←
−
←−
T [r + 1]. Then, ISA[r] ≥ γ1 + γ2 . Now, consider the range [α2 , β2 ] such that for any j ∈ [α2 , β2 ],
←
−
←
−
the suffix T [SA[ j], n] starts with T [r + 1] ◦ T [r]. Compute γ3 . We repeat the process until we
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←
−
Algorithm 2: for computing SA[i]
if (i = 1) then
return n
α ← 1, β ← n, q ← i, h ← 0
while (α < β ) do
c ← quantile(α, β , q)
if (c 6= $) then
q ← q − rangeCount(α, β , 1, c − 1)
if (α > 1) then
α ← C [c] + rank(1, α − 1, c) + 1
else
α ← C [c] + 1
β ← C [c] + rank(1, β , c)
h ← h+1
return n − SA[α] − h + 1

reach the range [αh , βh ] such that αh = βh . Clearly, the unique suffix T [SA[αh ], n] starts with
←
−
←
−
←
−
←
−
SUS = T [r + h − 1] ◦ T [r + h − 2] · · · ◦ T [r]. Since SUS is the smallest unique prefix of T [r, n],
←
−
←
−
∑s≤h γs is the number of suffixes in T that are lexicographically smaller than T [r, n]. Thus,
←−
ISA[r] = 1 + ∑s≤h γs . To compute the γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γh , we use rangeCount operation. Computing the
range [αk , βk ] from [αk−1 , βk−1 ] is achieved using the array C and rank operation, as in proof of
Lemma 7.
The algorithm has h = |SUS| rounds. Each round comprises of a constant number of wavelet
tree operations, and accesses to the C array. Additionally, in the kth round, we have to decode
←
−
←
−
the character T [r + k − 1]. To do this we use the following technique. If r = n, then T [r] =
←
−
←
−
$; so, assume otherwise. Note that T [r] = T [n − r + 1]; thus, T [r] = BWT[ISA[n − r + 2]] is
←
−
←
−
found in O(tSA + tWT ) time. Now, T [r + 1], T [r + 2], . . . are given by BWT[LF(ISA[n − r + 2])],
BWT[LF(LF(ISA[n − r + 2]))], . . . , in O(tWT ) time for each k. Hence, the time taken to compute
←−
ISA[r] is O(tSA + h · tWT ). We have the following lemma.
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Lemma 8. Given the FM–Index of T (where the BW T is equipped with a wavelet tree), we can
←−
compute i = ISA[r] in O(tSA + h · tWT ) time, where h is the length of the shortest unique substring of
←
−
T that starts at r.

From Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, Theorem 3 is immediate. We outline Lemmas 7 and 8 formally in
Algorithms 2 and 3 respectively.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

←−
Algorithm 3: for computing ISA[r]
if (r = n) then
return 1
i ← ISA[n − r + 2], c ← BWT[i],
α ← 1, β ← n, γ ← C [c]
while (α < β ) do
if (α > 1) then
α ← C [c] + rank(1, α − 1, c) + 1
else
α ← C [c] + 1
β ← C [c] + rank(1, β , c)
i ← LF(i), c ← BWT[i]
if (c 6= $) then
γ ← γ + rangeCount(α, β , 1, c − 1)
return (1 + γ)

Experimental Results

The proposed algorithms eliminate the necessity to separately maintain the SA and ISA of the reverse
←
−
←
−
←−
text T by computing SA[i] and ISA[i] directly from the FM-index of T. The natural question is how
the performance of the introduced method is compared with the regular access via the FM-index
←
−
that could be built on T .
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We have implemented the proposed algorithms by using the sdsl-lite framework2 [87] and
performed some tests on 50MB dna, english, proteins, sources, and dblp.xml files from
Pizza&Chili3 corpus to analyze the practical performance of the introduced methods.
For each file, we have created the FM-index and measured the elapsed time of our algorithm to
←
−
←−
retrieve SA[i] / ISA[i] for 100K randomly selected distinct i positions. We benchmark that elapsed
←
− ←−
←
−
time against a regular SA / ISA access on the FM-index created over T , assuming that both forward
and reverse FM-indices apply the same sampling strategy with the same sampling frequency,
All operations in Algorithms 2 and 3, namely the quantile, rangeCount, backward_search, rank
queries, and LF − mappings, are achieved in logarithmic time. The execution times of the introduced
algorithms are directly proportional to the number of times they are repeated, which is determined
by the length of the matching SUS. Hence, on positions where the SUS is extremely long, the
execution time will increase. It makes sense to define a threshold such that the proposed methods
stay compatible in practice. Therefore, for those positions that have a SUS longer than this threshold,
←
− ←−
it may be preferred to pre–compute and maintain their SA/ISA values offline. We suggest to set this
threshold to the SA/ISA sampling frequency used in the FM-index construction. While selecting the
random positions in the experiments, those with SUS lengths longer than the threshold are excluded.
Table 5.1 lists the average SUS length of the 100K randomly selected positions with this restriction
on each file for each SA sampling frequency. The percentage of all positions that has a shorter SUS
than the corresponding sampling frequencies, are also presented.
The experiments were run on an iMac using MacOS 10.13.16 and equipped with 16GB memory
and 3.23 GHz Intel Core i5 processor. The software was compiled with the clang LLVM compiler
with full optimization (-O3). During the experiments, we considered the sampling factors of 32, 64
2 The

sdsl-lite framework is available online at https://github.com/simongog/sdsl-lite.

3 http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/index.html.
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Table 5.1: The average SUS lengths of the selected positions on each file per each sampling
frequency, and the percentage of all positions in that file, which has SUS length less than or equal to
that sampling frequency.
Positions with SUS length ≤ Sampling Frequency

Average SUS Length
Sampling Frequency:
dblp.xml
dna
english
protein
sources

32
64
19.04 29.34
15.22 16.46
12.89 14.17
8.48 11.04
16.13 21.63

128
41.37
17.11
17.48
17.23
28.10

32
58.57%
96.91%
97.81%
84.58%
86.11%

64
81.18%
99.45%
99.05%
87.80%
93.36%

128
96.81%
99.89%
99.64%
91.11%
96.37%

and 128, along with both text-ordered and suffix-ordered sampling strategies [88]. Since the
shape of the wavelet tree (WT) representing the BWT may also be an important factor in practical
performance, we also tested the solutions with both the balanced and Hu-Tucker shaped WT
options by observing that the sdsl-lite framework requires the WT to support the lexicographic
ordering4 to achieve the queries we use in our algorithms.
←
−
Figure 5.2 represents the comparison of the average elapsed time to retrieve the SA[i] with Algorithm
←
−
2 versus the regular access via FM-index of T on english, dna, and protein files5 , whose
←
−
alphabet sizes are respectively 239, 16, and 27. Total time to retrieve the SA[i] via the Algorithm 2 is
equal to the sum of the SUS extraction and SA access on the forward FM-index. It is observed that
Hu-Tucker shaped WT provides better running time than the balanced shaped and, text-order
based sampling is superior to the suffix–order based. The average SA access time on both forward
and reverse directions are approximately equal. Therefore, the expected latency in the proposed
technique depends on the SUS-detection phase. As shown in Table 5.1, due to the limitation applied
in the selection process, the average SUS length is increasing as the sampling frequency gets larger.
4 The lex_ordered(i,j,c) function of SDSL-lite platform, which returns the number of symbols lexicographically

smaller/greater than c in the (i,j) interval of a wavelet tree WT, is used in the implementation. This function requires
the WT to support lexicographical ordering, where Hu-Tucker and balanced WTs are the options.
5 The

sources and dblp results are not shown in Figure 5.2 to save space.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental analysis to compare the speed of the proposed method and the regular
SA access on the FM-index constructed over the reversed text. Y-axis represents the elapsed time in
microseconds and X-axis indicate the sampling frequencies. For the representation of the BWT,
both "balanced" and "Hu-Tucker" shaped wavelet trees that supports lexicographical ordering
(which is required by the methods we use in the algorithms), are considered.

This reflects on the SUS extraction cost in Figure 5.2, where the SUS extraction time expands
proportionally by the increment of the average SUS length in each data type.
With the aim of having a better understanding about the running time of Algorithms 2 and 3, the
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←
−
←−
elapsed time to access a random SA[i] (and ISA[i]), is divided by the time required to achieve these
←
−
queries with a regular FM-index constructed over T . Table 5.2 lists these ratios. Since the proposed
←
−
←−
←
−
methods can retrieve the SA[i] and ISA[i] values without the FM-index on T , a slow-down is actually
expected in the general paradigm of time-memory trade-off. On dna sequences, Algorithm 2 is only
2.7, 2.0, and 1.5 times slower for corresponding sampling frequencies, while using Suffix-ordered
method. On protein sequences, the ratios are even better to be 1.9, 1.6, and 1.4 respectively. We
observed the worst results on dblp.xml file, which is highly repetitive, and thus, the SUS extraction
times have been observed to be significantly longer. It’s reasonable to particularly underline the
performance of our proposed algorithm on biological sequences as the text operations on reverse
direction are expected to be a more common demand in terms of computational biology applications.
←
−
The proposed solution, especially the SA calculation, competes better in suffix-based SA sampling
strategy. This favours the practical applicability of our theoretical results since suffix-based approach
←−
is the default choice in practice due to its space conservation. The ISA computations with Algorithm
←
−
3 are generally observed to be ≈ 1.5 times worse than the SA computations, which is due to the fact
that retrieving ISA is nearly two times faster than accessing SA on an FM-index with equal SA and
ISA sampling ratios6 .

Table 5.2: The ratios representing the overall execution time of the Algorithms 2 and 3 divided by
the regular SA and ISA access on different sampling ratios and strategies.
←−
SA Benchmark (Algorithm 2)
Sampling Strategy:
Sampling Frequency:
dblp.xml
dna
english
protein
sources

Text-ordered

32 64
7.0 5.2
4.2 2.7
4.3 3.0
2.7 2.1
4.8 3.4

128
3.5
1.9
2.0
1.7
2.5

←−−
ISA Benchmark (Algorithm 3)

Suffix-ordered

32
5.0
2.7
2.7
1.9
3.2

64 128
3.4 2.5
2.0 1.5
2.0 1.6
1.6 1.4
2.4 1.8

6 As

Text-ordered

32
9.5
5.1
5.3
3.4
6.0

64 128
6.2 3.9
3.5 2.1
3.3 2.4
2.5 2.0
4.1 2.9

Suffix-ordered

32
9.4
5.5
5.3
3.4
6.0

64
6.0
3.2
3.2
2.5
4.1

128
3.8
2.2
2.4
2.1
2.9

also considered in sdsl-lite framework by setting the default ISA sampling frequency to two times of the SA
sampling frequency.
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The practical performance of the Algorithms 2 and 3 depends heavily on the length of the corresponding SUS. Short SUSs are expected to be more common, where the method will execute
fast. On the other hand, even much less frequently observed longer SUS cases degrade the overall
average timings. Thus, for a deeper investigation, the diffraction in Table 5.3 lists the percentages
of the positions on which the elapsed time with the proposed algorithm is ”X” times of the regular
←
−
access on the FM–index constructed over T .

Table 5.3: Percentage of the positions on which the elapsed time with the proposed algorithms are
←
−
”X” times of the regular suffix array access on the FM–index constructed over T . For instance, on
←
−
protein sequence, Algorithm 2 answered faster than the regular FM-index over T on 21.88% of
the queries when the sampling factor is 32 with a suffix-ordered strategy. On 40.76% of the cases,
the speed is slower than the regular access, but not more than two times. Similarly, the speed is
←
−
between two and three times of the SA access with FM-index constructed over T on 21.17% of
cases.
←
−
SA results

←−
ISA results

<1x
1x-2x
2x-3x
3x-4x
>4x

32
0.00
0.02
12.30
31.36
56.32

dna
english
protein
64
128
32
64
128
32
64
128
0.03 13.93 0.00 0.30 13.75 0.06 12.92 23.89
24.69 41.86 0.50 19.42 40.97 25.23 36.87 40.36
38.71 36.84 10.52 34.57 34.24 35.94 38.83 27.69
30.13 5.59 27.27 32.14 6.66 30.81 7.04
4.50
6.43
1.77 61.70 13.56 4.38
7.96
4.33 3.55
text-ordered sampling strategy

dna
english
protein
32
64
128
32
64
128
32
64
128
0.00
0.00
5.95
0.00
0.03
5.59
0.00
0.96 10.93
0.00
3.03 42.67 0.02 10.90 36.45 2.14 20.43 36.48
0.11 31.02 41.83 1.57 33.41 38.12 17.93 34.89 36.45
12.10 36.81 6.80 12.63 33.14 12.71 28.05 27.85 9.40
87.78 29.14 2.75 85.79 22.53 7.14 51.88 15.86 6.75
text-ordered sampling strategy

<1x
1x-2x
2x-3x
3x-4x
>4x

32
0.03
36.46
33.49
16.22
13.81

dna
english
64
128
32
64
128
20.03 41.50 1.37 19.28 38.31
42.96 34.16 35.97 41.83 33.26
20.70 14.27 31.76 21.04 15.83
9.13
5.84 16.10 9.87
7.22
7.18
4.24 14.80 7.98
5.38
suffix-ordered sampling strategy

dna
english
protein
32
64
128
32
64
128
32
64
128
0.00
0.00
3.23
0.00
0.03
5.39
0.00
2.26 17.35
0.00
6.99 38.88 0.03
9.46 35.95 4.42 33.26 37.49
0.10 36.14 42.38 2.28 32.59 38.52 32.67 37.99 33.09
10.87 38.00 12.69 14.63 35.07 12.46 36.96 18.20 5.12
89.03 18.88 2.81 83.06 22.86 7.67 25.95 8.30
6.96
suffix-ordered sampling strategy

32
21.88
40.76
21.17
9.28
6.91

protein
64
37.95
34.19
16.29
6.90
4.67

128
45.77
31.24
14.00
5.46
3.53

Actually, Algorithm 2 already includes a regular SA access in itself (line 11). So, it’s quite surprising
to observe that there are cases where Algorithm 2 executes faster than the regular access. Such
cases appear since the access time to suffix arrays on FM-indices differs in forward and reverse
directions. Figure 5.3, depicts this by sketching the number of accessed symbols with Algorithm
2 and with a regular SA access on reverse FM-index. Algorithm 2 starts with extracting the SUS
which ends at k in forward direction (or starts at k in reverse direction). Once X symbols long
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SUS is extracted, the algorithm calls the regular SA access on the FM-index of T, which tells the
location of this SUS on T . This access requires backwards traversal of Y symbols on T via the
FM-index, where Y is the distance to the closest sampled point on the left of the SUS. The result of
←
−
this access is then used to compute the exact value of k on T . On the other hand, when an FM-index
←
−
of T (reverse FM-index) is available, Z symbols are subject to backwards traversal (as backwards
←
−
on T means left-to-right movement on the Figure 5.3). When the sum of "SA call on forward
FM-index" and the "SUS extraction cost" is smaller than the SA access on the reverse FM-index
(cost(X) + cost(Y ) < cost(Z)), such interesting cases may occur.

Figure 5.3: Sketching the number of backwards traversal steps with Algorithm 2 (X +Y ) versus
←
−
FM-index of T (Z). Dark circles represent the sampled positions in both directions.

Conclusion
←
−
←−
We have presented two algorithms to compute the SA[i] and ISA[i] values by using the FM-index of
the forward text T . Experiencing slowdown in such space preserving approaches is expected, and
hence, we conducted experiments to observe this effect in practice. The benchmark results stated in
←
−
←−
Table 5.2 reveal that the SA and ISA calculations are respectively 2-3 times and 3-4 times slower on
←
−
the average when compared to a regular FM-index constructed over T with suffix-ordered sampling
strategy. Particularly on biological sequences, such as the dna and protein files, the ratios even
improve better supporting their usage in practice. Although the execution time of the introduced
algorithms increase on sections of long repeats of the input data (as the SUS extraction is the key of
the proposed methods), the methods respond quite fast in most cases as shown in Table 5.3 since
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the majority of the SUS lengths are centric around shorter lengths.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

In this study, we presented several efficient algorithms with applications to Bioinformatics. The
main results along with some applications are listed as below:

• There exists an O(n log n) time, O(n) working space algorithm for the 1-mappability problem
over integer alphabets, where the integers are within a nO(1) polynomial range. This solution
can have several applications such as Designing or interpreting high-throughput short read
sequencing and quantifying transcription counts in gene expression studies.
• Given two input sequences in their run-length encoded format, the distance between them
based on the Average Common Substring (ACS) measure can be computed in O(N) space
and O(N log N) time, where N is the total length of sequences after run-length encoding. This
result can have several applications such as phylogeny tree construction.
• We present a novel linear-time heuristic to approximate ACSk , which is faster than computing
the exact ACSk while being closer to the exact ACSk values compared to previously published
linear-time greedy heuristics. Using four real datasets, containing both DNA and protein
sequences, we evaluate our algorithm in terms of accuracy, runtime and demonstrate its
applicability for phylogeny reconstruction. Our algorithm provides better accuracy than previously published heuristic methods, while being comparable in its applications to phylogeny
reconstruction.
• Given the FM–Index of T (where BWT is stored in the form of a wavelet tree), we can
decode a suffix array value or inverse suffix array value of the reversed text in O(log1+ε n)
expected time, where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small. This solution can have several applications
such as short read alignment experiments, approximate pattern matching and prediction of
61

RNA-coding genes.

Theoretical and algorithmic developments presented in this dissertation provide solutions to various
applications not exclusive to the applications discussed.
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